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How can you address the unique academic needs of your child, and recognize

when shifts in behavior signal a need for change? Join us at Winston Preparatory

School, or log on virtually, to hear from experts in the fields of education and mental

health. We will explore how parents can partner with educators and allied

professionals to collaborate toward their child’s success. Register today to attend 

in-person or online and receive a link to the recording.

Navigating the Education and Mental Health
of Your Neurodiverse Child

6:30 PM PST
9:30 PM EST

April 3 
1 Saint Vincents Drive, San Rafael, CA 94903

www.winstonprep.edu

Research suggests that children with learning disabilities are 4.5 times more
likely to have a mental health problem than those without a learning disability. 

https://lp.constantcontactpages.com/ev/reg/2afaygg


Beth acted as Head of School at Winston Prep CT from its Fall 2007 opening through May

2023. Her current role as Chief Enrollment Officer allows for participation in all enrollment

activities within Winston's growing network of campuses and programmatic entities.

Beth Sugerman, MS CCC-SLP
Chief Enrollment Officer at Winston Preparatory School

ho will be joining the conversation?

Racheal is an experienced Educational Consultant/Advocate, and the parent of a child with

special needs. She is a lifelong educator who has seen many students succeed through the

consistent implementation of responsive personal interactions & effective teaching practices.

Racheal Siegel
Educational Consultant/Advocate at Marin Special Ed Advocacy

Ghazaleh specializes in pediatric and adult neuropsychological assessments, choosing to

incorporate both a relational and psychodynamic approach. She asserts that

neuropsychological assessment provides the most in-depth understanding of a client’s

strengths and challenges.

Ghazaleh Rafati, PhD
Neuropsychologist

Jennifer Taylor founded Jet Ed Consulting, and is the mother of a son with learning

disabilities. Jennifer brings empathy and strategy to her practice, alongside a mission to

help parents navigate the complex world of therapeutic education.

Jennifer Taylor, JD
Managing Consultant at Jet Ed Consulting

Minna is mother to two bright, dyslexic and neurodiverse children. She founded Square 

Peg Union, a community group committed to promoting inclusivity and supporting families

of neurodiverse children. She is passionate about community building, educational

advocacy, and making a difference.

Mina Kim
Community Parent and Founder of Square Peg Union

Sara understands first-hand what a profound difference it can make to find a program 

that understands your child. After 2 years at Winston, her son Brady is thriving at a Marin

public high school with minimal support.

Sara Aylward
Winston Preparatory School Alumni Parent


